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Rodents are used extensively as animal models for the preclinical investigation

of microvascular-related diseases. However, motion artifacts in currently

available imaging methods preclude real-time observation of microvessels

in vivo. In this paper, a pixel temporal averaging (PTA) method that enables

real-time imaging of microvessels in the mouse brain in vivo is described.

Experiments using live mice demonstrated that PTA efficiently eliminated

motion artifacts and random noise, resulting in significant improvements in

contrast-to-noise ratio. The time needed for image reconstruction using PTA

with a normal computer was 250 ms, highlighting the capability of the PTA

method for real-time angiography. In addition, experiments with less than

one-quarter of photon flux in conventional angiography verified that motion

artifacts and random noise were suppressed and microvessels were successfully

identified using PTA, whereas conventional temporal subtraction and averaging

methods were ineffective. Experiments performed with an X-ray tube verified

that the PTA method could also be successfully applied to microvessel imaging

of the mouse brain using a laboratory X-ray source. In conclusion, the proposed

PTA method may facilitate the real-time investigation of cerebral micro-

vascular-related diseases using small animal models.

1. Introduction

Extant evidence suggests that cerebral microvascular

dysfunction is associated with various diseases, such as cere-

bral ischemia, hemorrhagic stroke, and hypertension (Hughes

& Bund, 2002; Wang et al., 2017, 2019; Balbi et al., 2015).

Promoting angiogenesis is key for the repair and reconstruc-

tion of vessel function after ischemic stroke (Lu et al., 2012).

Rodent models are widely used for the preclinical investiga-

tion of microvascular-related cerebral diseases (Kidoguchi et

al., 2006; Kelly et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2019;

Clark & Badea, 2021; Zhang et al., 2019). In this regard, in vivo

X-ray imaging of mouse brain microvessels constitutes a

crucial aspect of relevant pathological studies.

Synchrotron radiation angiography is a commonly

employed method for in vivo imaging of mouse brain micro-

vasculature owing to its high flux density, which is beneficial

for X-ray imaging with high temporal and spatial resolution

(Kidoguchi et al., 2006; Lin et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2010;

Zhou et al., 2019; Badea et al., 2008). However, dense or thick

background tissues strongly absorb X-rays, and their super-

imposition on blood vessels may interfere with the observa-

tion of blood vessels. Temporal subtraction techniques
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(Elleaume et al., 2002; Suhonen et al., 2008) are typically

employed to address these issues. Temporal subtraction refers

to obtaining a tissue-only image without injecting contrast

agent as a mask map, then subtracting the mask image by the

contrast image without contrast agent injection in order to

obtain an undisturbed blood vessel image. However, the

standard temporal subtraction method, which is commonly

used to remove the interference of complex background

signals resulting from the strong absorption of bones and soft

tissues in the brain, inevitably suffers from motion artifacts

and random noise when used in live animals. This causes

deterioration of image contrast and makes it challenging to

distinguish microvessels (Wang et al., 2017). Motion artifacts

are predominantly caused by the mismatch between the mask

image and contrast image. To eliminate motion artifacts, the

mask image and contrast image can be registered prior to

subtraction. However, the registration method is unable to

eliminate random noise (Maintz & Viergever, 1998; Meijering

et al., 1999), which precludes the explicit identification of

microvessels. Generally, there are two main sources of random

noise. Short circulation time prompts a high frame rate of

X-ray cameras to improve the restored accuracy of blood flow

velocity (Lin et al., 2013, 2015; Hong et al., 2012). As a result,

short exposure time at a high frame rate introduces greater

random noise. Further, during in vivo X-ray imaging in live

animals, a beam filter is typically required to reduce the

photon flux to ensure a low radiation dose. Fewer induced

photons leads to an increase in random noise, which results in

a lower contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR). To obtain clear blood

vessel images, image denoising methods have been proposed,

such as methods based on anisotropic or sparse decomposition

(Perona & Malik, 1990; Candes et al., 2006). However, the

complex and time-consuming data processing associated with

these methods has precluded their implementation for real-

time observation of microvessels. In addition, the edge struc-

ture of vessel images can be partly blurred due to the

denoising process. Noise reduction methods such as the

application of a spatial mean filter for a selected subset of two-

dimensional images have been employed, but this may lead to

deterioration of spatial resolution (Tan & Jiang, 2019).

Move contrast X-ray imaging was recently proposed for the

sensitive imaging of intact mouse microvessels in vivo. This

method enables simultaneous elimination of motion artifacts

and noise by tracking the contrast agent as it passes through

the vessel lumen in the frequency domain. This approach has

contributed to significant improvements in the sensitivity of

imaging microvessels (Wang et al., 2020). However, the time

needed for image reconstruction is relatively long, which

prevents the use of this method for real-time observation of

microvessels in vivo. A real-time digital subtraction angio-

graphy method (Yamamoto et al., 2009) that continuously

changes the mask image is applied to cardioangiography to

reduce motion artifacts, but this method cannot simulta-

neously reduce random noise. In addition, the conventional

averaging method is frequently used in low-dose X-ray

fluoroscopy imaging to remove quantum noise (Wilson et al.,

1999). However, this method is hampered by motion blur

during the in vivo imaging of microvessels. Stereotaxic frames

or simple head restraints are typically employed to reduce

motion artifacts. Nevertheless, the removal of motion blur of

cerebral microvessels resulting from convulsion, heart beating,

or breathing remains challenging.

In this study, we developed a pixel temporal averaging

(PTA) method to simultaneously eliminate random noise

and motion artifacts while performing real-time X-ray imaging

of mouse cerebral microvessels in vivo by combining the

traditional temporal averaging method with motion frequency

analysis. First, we introduce the principles underlying this

novel method. We then describe the validation of our

proposed method using experiments in live mice. By

suppressing the motion of background tissues and random

noise, the image quality of microvessels was significantly

improved, and distinct real-time visualization of micro-

vasculature was achieved. Further, we verified the robustness

of PTA in low-dose imaging of microvessels by reducing the

photon flux incident in animal models.

2. Methods

2.1. Principle

We considered pixel intensity, which can be defined as a

time-varying function in principle and expressed as

I x; y; tð Þ ¼ Isðx; y; tÞ þ Ibðx; y; tÞ þ Inðx; y; tÞ; ð1Þ

where Is(x, y, t) denotes the contribution of the signal of

interest, Ib(x, y, t) refers to the tissue background, In(x, y, t)

refers to the noise, and (x, y) denotes the coordinates of the

pixel. Fluctuations in Ib(x, y, t) and In(x, y, t) lead to dete-

rioration of the signal Is(x, y, t). Averaging across the entire

time period will suppress these fluctuations but will simulta-

neously reduce signal contrast. The width of the time window

used for averaging is critical for achieving an optimal CNR in

our proposed method. Defining the window width as �T and

number of windows as i,

�II x; y; tð Þ ¼
Xm

i¼ 1

Is;i x; y; tð Þ þ
Xm

i¼ 1

Ib;i x; y; tð Þ þ
Xm

i¼ 1

In;i x; y; tð Þ;

ð2Þ

where �II x; y; tð Þ denotes the average of I(x, y, t) within the time

window of �T, m is the total time period investigated,
�IIs;i x; y; tð Þ denotes the averaged value of Is(x, y, t) in the ith

window, and similarly for �IIb;i x; y; tð Þ and �IIn;i x; y; tð Þ. Two

factors affect the reconstructed image quality: the fidelity of

the signal after averaging and the deviation of background and

noise. Standard deviation (SD) is employed to evaluate the

effect of background or noise suppression, resulting in

� ¼
1

N

XN

j¼ 1

I x; y; jð Þ � �II x; y; jð Þ
� �( )1=2

; ð3Þ

where N is the number of frames investigated, and I(x, y, j)

and �II x; y; jð Þ are the intensity at the jth frame and averaged

intensity, respectively. In principle, the SD of Ib(x, y) and
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In(x, y) should be as small as possible to reduce their effect on

the signal image. It well established that random noise can be

suppressed by averaging over a time period and the SD of

noise �n is predicted to decline with �T. However, this is

not the case for the background, which is typically caused by

adjacent tissue movement due to breathing and heartbeat in

small animals. Under these conditions, the variation of SD of

background �b should not be monotonous.

2.2. Optimization of window width in temporal averaging

Based on the aforementioned principles, the variations of

�n and �b with �T were determined, and the effect of window

width on image quality was evaluated quantitatively. Intui-

tively, the optimized window width should be related to the

frequency of tissue movements. Signals introduced by tissue

motion and background were investigated, and the results are

presented in Fig. 1. One of the projections in the image

sequence is presented in Fig. 1(a), in which the blood vessels,

adjacent tissues, and noise are labeled with yellow, blue, and

green crosses, respectively. Fig. 1(b) depicts the original signal

of tissue movement at the location marked in blue. This

periodical signal was due to the breathing and heartbeat of the

live mouse. A variety of window widths for temporal averaging

were used to process the tissue signals, and the SD was

achieved accordingly, as shown in Fig. 1(c). The SD value

decreased with an increase in window width until a minimum

was reached when the window width value arrived at the

fluctuation period of the original signal. Subsequently, the

next minimum of SD was reached when the window width

increased to another integer multiple of the period of tissue

movement.

We further investigated the effect of noise on image quality.

Fig. 1(d) presents the temporal distribution of noise at the

pixel labeled in green in Fig. 1(a). The SD of background

noise versus window width is presented in Fig. 1(e). The SD

value decreased monotonically with window width, and the

descent rate slowed down after the window width reached 20.

The fidelity of signals after image processing is essential for

evaluating algorithms. The original and processed signals of

the blood vessel labeled with a yellow cross in Fig. 1(a) are

presented in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, the black curve is the original

signal with a periodic fluctuation caused by tissue movement

superimposed on a step signal which is due to the migration

of contrast agent inside the vessel lumen. The other colored

curves represent the results obtained using the temporal

averaging method at different window widths. The blue curve

corresponding to a window width of 19 exhibited the highest

fidelity relative to the trend of the original signal. Further, the

fluctuation superimposed on blood vessels, which was due

to movement of the adjacent tissues, was also suppressed.

This enabled high spatial resolution of microvessels. With

an increase in window width, the fluctuation remained

suppressed, but the resulting curves were broadened in the

time domain, implying a lower fidelity. Accordingly, the value

of 19 was identified as the optimal window width for temporal

averaging in real-time X-ray imaging of mouse cerebral

microvessels in vivo.

Based on this analysis, we propose that the best image

quality can be obtained when the window width equals the

period of tissue movement. At this optimal window width, the

fluctuation resulting from tissue movement is reduced to a

minimum and the highest fidelity of the processed signal is

achieved, while high-frequency noise is suppressed to rela-

tively low levels. In addition, this method is valid for condi-

tions in which the movement of the adjacent tissues is periodic

with a period that is substantially shorter than that of the

signals and the related amplitude modulated in the signal is no
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Figure 1
Standard deviation (SD) of signals introduced by tissue motion and
background versus window width. (a) An original projection in the image
sequence collected for angiography of the mouse brain. (b) Time-
sequenced signal of tissue movements. (c) SD of tissue signal versus
window width. (d) Time-sequenced signal of random noise. (e) SD of
background noise signal versus window width.

Figure 2
Time-sequenced signals at a vein processed with different window widths.



more than the signal intensity. In this regard, the frame rate of

the detector should be high enough to depict the full period of

movement. For in vivo X-ray imaging of the mouse brain,

these conditions can be achieved with high success. Accord-

ingly, significant improvements in microvessel images of the

mouse brain are expected with the use of this method.

3. Experiments and results

Experiments were performed using the BL13W X-ray imaging

beamline (Xie et al., 2020) at Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation

Facility. After positioning a double-crystal monochromator

downstream of a wiggler source, X-ray energy of 33.2 keV

with a flux of 2.38 � 1010 photons s�1 mm�2 was outputted

for imaging purposes. The X-ray detector had a pixel size of

6.5 mm (2048� 788 pixels) and was located 65 cm downstream

of the sample. The frame rate of the detector was set to

30 frames s�1. For animal preparation, adult male ICR mice

weighing 25–30 g were intraperitoneally anesthetized with

ketamine (100 mg kg�1) and xylazine (10 mg kg�1; Sigma, San

Louis, Missouri, USA), and an angiographic tube was inserted

into the bifurcation of the common carotid artery along the

external carotid artery. During data acquisition, 180 mL of

non-ionic iodine contrast agent (Ipamiro, Shanghai, China)

was injected at a concentration of 280 mgI ml�1 into the

internal carotid arteries at an injection rate of 133.3 mL s�1

under the control of a micro-syringe pump (LSP01-1A;

Longerpump, Baoding, China). The injection process of the

contrast agent was synchronized with the CCD detector. The

detector collected a series of projections as the contrast agent

entered the blood vessels, and an image sequence was

obtained for the entire perfusion process along the vessels.

The effectiveness of the proposed method for removing

motion artifacts was verified using a live mouse. The animal

experimental protocols used in this study were approved by

the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC)

of Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai, China. Videos S1

and S2 depict the perfusion process of the contrast agent

processed using the traditional temporal subtraction method

and current temporal averaging method, respectively (see

videos in supporting information). As shown in Video S2, the

periodic motion of blood vessels observed in Video S1 was

successfully eliminated using the proposed method. Detailed

analysis can be found in the supporting information. Four

typical phases of perfusion were selected to investigate the

effects of PTA on the elimination of motion artifacts. The

images in Figs. 3(a), 3(c), 3(e), and 3(g) correspond to the

perfusion process obtained using the conventional temporal

subtraction method, whereas the images in Fig. 3(b), 3(d),

3( f), and 3(h) depict results obtained using PTA. As indicated

in Fig. 3, motion artifacts were clearly eliminated at all phases

of the perfusion process, resulting in distinct recovery of

signals from microvessels that deteriorated due to tissue

movement. Fig. 4 presents magnified areas denoted with a red

box in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). As demonstrated in Figs. 4(a) and

3(b), the CNR of the image was significantly improved by PTA

and the microvessels identified using this method were blurred

in Fig. 4(a). The profiles of microvessels are provided in

Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). The evident peaks corresponding to

microvessels in Fig. 4(d) were obscured by noise in the profile

in Fig. 4(c). According to the full width at half-maximum

(FWHM) of the peaks, the diameter of the finest vessel

revealed by PTA was approximately 65 mm.

To quantitatively evaluate the image quality of the

proposed method, CNR was introduced (Geissler et al., 2007;

Timischl, 2015). We defined CNR as follows,
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Figure 3
Perfusion process of contrast agent in mouse cerebral blood vessels,
where (a), (c), (e), and (g) are images of the perfusion process at different
phases obtained using the traditional temporal subtraction method,
whereas (b), (d), ( f ), and (h) are the counterpart images obtained using
PTA. Scale bar: 1 mm.

Figure 4
Magnified view of microvessels reconstructed using the temporal
subtraction method and PTA, where (a) and (b) are the areas denoted
with a red box in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), respectively. Panels (c) and (d) are
corresponding line profiles at the positions marked by the red dashed
lines in (a) and (b). Scale bar: 200 mm.



CNR ¼
Mves �Mref

�� ��
�2

ves þ �
2
ref

� �1=2
ð4Þ

where Mves and �ves are the mean value and SD of the region

of interest (ROI) in the blood vessel, respectively, and Mref

and �ref are the mean value and SD of the ROI in the back-

ground, respectively. As shown in Fig. 3(g), the area indicated

by arrows 1 and 2 are the ROIs in the blood vessel and

background, respectively. The goal of PTA is to restrict the

effects of tissue movement throughout the perfusion process

within a short period of time, thereby enabling quasi-dynamic

observation of the perfusion. Therefore, CNR of the image

frames obtained in a series of periods was determined in order

to evaluate the effects of motion suppression. To achieve a

stable background for all the frames, the CNR value versus the

frames should be as constant as possible. According to equa-

tion (4), small and invariable values of �ves and �ref are

preferred. In the case of periodical tissue movements, image

frames over a whole period are generally required.

Fig. 5 presents the CNR of the retrieved images versus

frames obtained continuously after injection of the contrast

agent. As shown in Fig. 5(a), the CNR value of frames

obtained using the conventional temporal subtraction method

varied with time, implying that background tissue movement

was not effectively suppressed, leading to deterioration of the

images of microvessels. Figs. 5(b)–5(d) present the CNR of

image frames processed with a time window width of 9, 19,

and 29, respectively. As indicated in Fig. 5(b), CNRs obtained

with a width of 9 were larger than those obtained using the

conventional method. However, the trends of the curves were

similar, suggesting the presence of motion artifacts. Fig. 5(c)

depicts the results obtained with a window width of 19, in

which the fluctuation in CNR was approximately constant

throughout the time period investigated. This suggested that

motion artifacts due to background tissues were significantly

decreased in this case when the temporal averaging intensity

was equal to the period of tissue movement. These findings

confirmed the results regarding the optimum window width

described in Section 2.2. With an increase in window width

to 29, evident fluctuations reappeared, although the CNR

increased to a degree, implying an uneven background of the

vessel images.

Typically, the time required for PTA reconstruction of 100

frames is approximately 0.25 s in a normal computer with an

Inter i9-9900k processor (8 cores, @3.6 GHz). Compared with

move contrast angiography, which has an image reconstruc-

tion time of approximately 1400 s (Wang et al., 2020), the

proposed method has substantially greater data processing

efficiency. This suggests that PTA may enable the quasi real-

time observation of microvessels during the perfusion process

without the disturbance of motion artifacts.

Radiation dose is critical for in vivo investigations in live

animals. It is well established that a reduction in radiation dose

relies on less exposure time or lower photon flux delivered to

the animals. Nevertheless, these factors contribute to higher

noise levels and a lower CNR. Accordingly, the effect of PTA

on vessel imaging under lower photon flux was investigated.

As it is challenging to artificially control the total time needed

for the contrast agent to pass through the vessels, reducing the

exposure time may not be the most effective way to achieve a

lower radiation dose. Alternatively, reducing the photon flux

incident delivered to the mouse may lead to a direct decrease

in radiation dose while exposure time

remains the same. During the experi-

ments, an aluminium filter was inserted

into the path of the incident X-ray beam

to reduce the radiation dose, and the

exposure time was maintained at 33 ms.

The experimental results revealed that

the average gray value of the projection

image recorded with an X-ray detector

(Hamamatsu, 16-bit dynamic range)

decreased from 22000 to appropriately

5000 after the insertion of the filter in

the path of the incident X-ray beam,

indicating a significant increase in

random noise and a reduction in radia-

tion dose. Videos S3 and S4 show the

complete perfusion process obtained

using the conventional method and

PTA, respectively (see videos in

supporting information). For conve-

nience, the processed images for a single

projection of the perfusion process are

presented in Fig. 6. Fig. 6(a) shows the

results obtained using the conventional

temporal subtraction method, in which

random noise obscured identification of
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Figure 5
CNR of the retrieved images versus frames obtained continuously after injection of contrast agent,
where (a) indicates values obtained using the conventional temporal subtraction method and (b),
(c), and (d) indicate values obtained using PTA with a window width of 9, 19, and 29, respectively.



microvessels as indicated by the bold arrows, while the thin

arrows denote unaffected vessels. Fig. 6(b) presents the results

obtained with conventional averaging of 10 frames. Random

noise was effectively reduced, but motion artifacts were still

present. Indeed, the microvessels (indicated by the bold

arrows) were still faint. After processing using PTA with a

window width of 19, the CNR of the processed projection

images was substantially improved, and the microvessels

(indicated by the bold arrows) could be explicitly distin-

guished. These results highlight the potential of the PTA

method for angiography with a low radiation dose and its

applicability in research using animal models of post-stroke

drug-induced angiogenesis.

CNRs of the sequenced images obtained continuously after

the perfusion process was stabilized are plotted in Fig. 7. The

corresponding ROIs of a main blood vessel and background

are indicated by Arrows 1 and 2 in

Fig. 6(a), respectively. As indicated in

Fig. 7, CNR was significantly improved

and fluctuation was suppressed to a

constant level by the proposed PTA

method compared with that obtained

using the traditional temporal subtrac-

tion method. The average CNRs of the

image frames processed with PTA and

the conventional method were 5.47 and

1.65, respectively, indicating a threefold

improvement achieved by the proposed

method. The CNR SDs during the

relevant time period for the PTA

method and traditional temporal subtraction were 0.146 and

0.34, respectively, suggesting that a relatively constant image

quality could be achieved for all image frames using the

proposed method. Collectively, these findings indicate that the

PTA method is a promising approach for the in vivo imaging

of microvessels, with a significant decrease in photon flux

incident delivered to the specimen, thereby reducing the

radiation dose.

X-ray tube-based experiments were also conducted to

validate the advantages of the PTA method for angiography

with a laboratory X-ray source. A micro-focus X-ray tube with

tungsten target (Hamamastu, L8121-03, 75 W) at 80 kV and

500 mA was utilized as an X-ray source. The spot size and

divergence of the X-ray source were 50 mm and 43�, respec-

tively. The X-ray detector was the same as that used in

experiments with synchrotron X-rays but operated at four

binning modes to improve the sensitivity, with an effective

pixel size of 26 mm. The detector was placed 10 cm down-

stream of the sample and set to 5 frames s�1 to ensure an

exposure time of 200 ms per frame in order to compensate for

the low flux density of the X-ray tube during acquisition of

the time-sequenced images. As shown in Video S5 in the

supporting information, due to the long exposure time and low

frame rate, images of microvessels deteriorated notably due to

tissue movements. The results are presented in Fig. 8. Fig. 8(a)

depicts the primary projection of the mouse brain. Note that it
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Figure 7
CNRs of the image sequence obtained continuously after the perfusion of
contrast agent stabilized. The lower and upper curves correspond to the
results obtained using the temporal subtraction method and proposed
PTA method, respectively.

Figure 6
Images of blood vessels with less than a quarter of the photon flux
obtained using (a) the temporal subtraction method, (b) conventional
averaging with 10 frames, and (c) PTA with a window width of 19. Scale
bar: 0.5 mm.

Figure 8
Experimental results obtained using an X-ray tube. (a) The primary projection of the cerebral
microvessels. (b) Image obtained using the conventional temporal subtraction method. (c) Image
obtained using the PTA method. Scale bar: 1 mm.



is difficult to distinguish blood vessels. After processing using

the conventional temporal subtraction method, blood vessels

remained obscured by considerable motion artifacts. PTA was

employed to reconstruct the vessel images. As shown in

Fig. 8(c), motion artifacts and random noise were evidently

suppressed, and the vessels could be more clearly observed.

Video S6 shows the complete perfusion process obtained using

PTA. Due to the long exposure time and low spatial resolu-

tion, the vessel images were blurred to a degree compared

with the results obtained using synchrotron X-rays. These

results demonstrate that PTA may be applicable to investi-

gations using a laboratory X-ray source.

4. Conclusion

Microvascular dysfunction is associated with various diseases,

including cerebral ischemia, hemorrhagic stroke, and hyper-

tension. Rodents are used extensively as animal models for

the preclinical investigation of microvascular-related diseases.

Motion artifacts prevent currently available methods from

achieving real-time observation of microvessels in vivo. Here,

we developed a dedicated temporal averaging method for

real-time imaging of microvessels in live animals by efficiently

suppressing the effects of tissue movement and random noise.

In principle, the intensity evolution of vessel images can be

divided into three parts: the signal of interest resulting from

perfusion of the contrast agent, background fluctuation due to

tissue movements, and random noise produced by insufficient

photon flux and intrinsic noise from the detector. Efficiently

reducing the effects of tissue movement and random noise

while maintaining high signal fidelity constitute the objectives

of PTA. Temporal subtraction is a traditional method that

is typically used to remove perturbations due to a complex

background, but elimination of random noise remains a

challenge. Temporal averaging is employed to reduce random

noise but carries the risk of deteriorating the signals.

Accordingly, a dedicated temporal averaging method was

developed for the real-time observation of cerebral micro-

vessels in live animals. The window width used for temporal

averaging is critical for the implementation of PTA. As tissues

tend to move periodically, there may be an optimal window

width with which the intensity fluctuations resulting from

tissue movement can be largely reduced to time-invariant

signals and the effect of motion artifacts can be effectively

eliminated. In general, the optimal window width should

approximate the period of tissue movements. The fidelity of

the signal of interest after temporal averaging is another key

issue for PTA. In addition, the period of tissue movement

should be much less than that of contrast agent perfusion.

In this regard, cerebral imaging in live mice satisfies these

conditions and affords an ideal system for the validation

of PTA.

In this study, we validated the PTA method experimentally

in live mice and demonstrated that motion artifacts resulting

from tissue movement were effectively eliminated by the

proposed method. Further, random noise was substantially

reduced, and the CNR of vessel images was significantly

improved. Moreover, the image processing time for 100

frames of 2048 � 788 pixels was approximately 250 ms with a

normal computer. This efficient image processing highlights

the applicability of PTA for real-time observation of micro-

vessels in vivo without the interference of motion artifacts and

random noise. Radiation dose is pivotal for the in vivo

investigation of live animals. Experiments with less than a

quarter of the normal photon flux verified that motion arti-

facts and random noise were effectively suppressed. As a

result, cerebral microvessels were successfully identified using

PTA, whereas the conventional temporal subtraction and

averaging methods were ineffective. This implies that PTA

holds the potential for angiography with low radiation dose.

Experiments conducted with an X-ray tube verified that the

PTA method also applies to in vivo investigations in animal

models of vessel-related diseases with a laboratory X-ray

source.

In conclusion, we developed a PTA method that success-

fully eliminated the effects of tissue movement and random

noise in X-ray imaging of mouse cerebral microvessels in vivo.

Our proposed PTA method may facilitate the real-time

investigation of cerebral microvascular-related diseases using

small animal models. Although PTA may be effective for the

in vivo imaging of cerebral microvessels, it may not be ideal

for imaging vessels in the lungs or heart due to the larger

amplitude and period of tissue movements in these organs

than in the brain. In this regard, the PTA method applies to

microvessel imaging in tissues with less movements.
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